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Shown (from left) are Kevan Bizilia, Linda Bizilia, Rebecca Walker-Jones, Michelle Kroger and Pat Burns.

Restaurant changes owners
Special to the News

A local favorite for the past nine
years, Bizilia's Cafe this week wel
comed its new owners Michelle
Kroger and Pat Burns. The two, who
are both newcomers to Auburn, pur
chased the business from Kevan and
Linda Bizilia, who were seeking a sale
in order to concentrate on their other
restaurant in Opelika.
Rebecca Walker-tones from OLD Inc.

Business Brokers handled the sale.
"Located in one of the busiest posi

tions on College Street, the business
had excellent branding and a good
local reputation," Walker-Jones said.
"Despite what you may read in the
news, there is never a bad time to sell
a good business. It has far less to do
with market conditions and much
more to do with the current state of
the business for sale, as well as the
owner's reason for selling. Business
es that show a strong track record of
steady or increasing sales and prof
itability will always sell faster and
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for a better price than those that are I ^
in a decline.

"Whatever the reason for the sale
(retirement or health being the most
common), if it is the right time for the
owners, it is usually the best time to
sell. By delaying the sale as a result
of speculation about current market
conditions the owners may be put
ting themselves in a bad position. In
summary, as you think about selling
your business, it is always better to
begin the process early and make sure
you have plenty of time to do the job
right."

Kroger and Burns said they are ex
cited about their new business ven
ture and extended a welcome to cus
tomers old and new.

"Bizilia's Cafe has always been
known for its unique menu of freshly
prepared Panini sandwiches, special
ty coffees, salads, sodas and desserts,"
die new owners said. "We are current
ly open six days a week (from 7 a.m. to
9 p.m.), and from mid-January we will Bizilia's Cafe owners Kevan and Linda Bizilia sold the
also be open on Sundays." restaurant to Michelle Kroger and Pat Burns.
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Neiman
Likely almost any other investor. holders' equity, which is its assets Most professionals will not rely on an unknown, or it Mr. Sinegal had
price-earnings will pop up first. As a minus its liabilities.) Then dividend one variable alone. It's important to left suddenly. But it's an orderly si
value investor. I'm not in the realm of yield comes up fourth. The fifth thing have a basket, and that's why the cession, and investors seem to rx
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Europe's woes i
pose quandary

Even professional investors are agonizing over how
much exposure they should have to Europe, given the near
defaults in Italy and Greece.

A huge debt overhang and political problems threaten to
bring down the entire eurozone. And besides potential defaults,
much of the continent faces long-term economic challenges,
such as declining populations.

Before you act too hastily, here are answers to
three common questions:

SHOULD YOU DECREASE
YOUR STAKE IN INTERNA
TIONAL INVESTMENTS?

Your time horizon for invest
ments within a 401 (k) or other re
tirement account should be 10
years or longer. That should help
quell any temptation to overreact
to scary headlines. Also recognize
that many European stocks, and
those with a significant depen
dence on Europe, already have a
gloomy outlook priced in. Swift ac
tion by the European Central Bank
could help steer the continent
away from crisis and send stocks
sharply higher.

IF YOU AVOID EUROPE,
WHERE SHOULD YOU LOOK?

Some experts recommend in
vesting instead in U.S. mega-cap
stocks and those with extensive
international operations. Multina
tionals, such as Caterpillar.
Google, McDonald's and Yum
Brands, can serve as proxies for
direct investments.

Also remember that any big fi
nancial setback in Europe will
generate shock waves world
wide. Companies in the Stan
dard & Poor's 500 index derive
14 percent of their revenue from
Europe and 46 percent overall
from abroad.

StocksRecap

WHAT ARE SOME GOOD
INTERNATIONAL MUTUAL

FUNDS?

The Vanguard Total Interna
tional Stock Index fund (VGTSX).
which covers a wide expanse of
developed and emerging mar
kets, gets a top grade of "gold"
under Morningstar's new fund-
rating system. Its market alloca
tions currently are 50 percent for
Europe and 25 percent each for
the Pacific region and emerging
markets.

Some actively managed, no-
load funds that get Morningstar's
gold rating: Artisan International
Value Investor (ARTKX). Dodge
& Cox Global Stock (DODWX),
Dodge & Cox International Stock
(DODFX), Harbor International
(HIINX) and Oakmark Interna
tional (OAKIX).
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Pharmasset Inc
Cabot Oil a Gas
Alexion Pharma
i!l Paso Corp
Biogen Idee Inc
Hansen Natural
Valoanl Pharma
VFCorp
Range Resources
ONEOK
Intuitive Surgical
China Unicom (HK)Ltd
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MasterCard Inc
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EQT Corp
CBS Corp B
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